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A World Wonder of the Modern Age

René Furer

North – South
The A75-motorway leads from Paris to Orléans and then
further over Bourges and Clermont-Ferrand to Béziers.
“La Meridienne” is the fourth highway crossing France
between the Atlantic and the Mediterranean. This route
to the Costa Brava and Barcelona bypasses Lyon, leaving the overcrowded Rhone Valley in the dust. On
the way, the landscapes of the Massif Central, the
Auvergne, and the Cantal can be discovered. This
succession of names squeezes France’s heartland ever
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tighter. After Millau, it is only 80 more kilometers to
the sea.

Detail of map Michelin 338 Aveyron, Tarn, showing the extent of the concession
for building and use of the viaduct.
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The famous 300-meter tower of 1889. A 343-meter contemporary bridge pylon.

The bridge stands towering, model-svelte, top-heavy too. Contemplating this
work, the smooth image of the legendary Bubka high jump comes to mind.

“Vision in Motion” (Laszlo Moholy-Nagy, 1947)
Upon approach, an advantageous view appears in both
directions. Curves assure that the closer one gets, the
more the row of cable-stayed units unfolds: a spectacle
occurs. Face-to-face with this exhilarating comeliness,
the image is fairy-tale unreal. All trafﬁc participants
are unavoidably entangled in its magic spell. It is the
triumph of bearing over load, the apparent weightlessness of the ﬂoating state.
Usually bridge constructions are invisible to those
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walking and driving over them. Although they afford a
sublime view of the surrounding landscape, this cancels
out a view of the object itself. With no distance or existential orientation outside the object, the depths and
supporting structure below the roadway remain hidden; utilitas veils ﬁrmitas. Cable-stayed bridges are
among the exceptions to this rule; high points are a prerequisite for suspension. The superstructure comes into
its dynamic own only when the traveler moves.
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The varying proﬁles of superstructure and pillars demonstrate the bonding of steel with reinforced concrete.
The image works with the opposition of the gleaming cable units and the forest as a dark background.
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An image at dusk makes daylight a theme.

Albi

An Opposition
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From Millau, the fortiﬁed cathedral of Saint Cecilia is just a
100 kilometer jaunt. The squat building brings a welcome contrast to the eye.
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At ﬁrst, the viaduct itself is primary. Then one begins to see it within the context
of the economic development and settlement of the area.
The viaduct has its landscape background. Pathways into the valley ﬂoor offer
the possibility of slavering over its construction.

Method of Construction
The Millau Viaduct over the Tarn by Lord Norman
Foster and Michel Virlogeux is 2460 meters long. The
roadway of the world’s highest highway bridge is located 270 meters above the river. Each span of the six
spaces between the pylons is 342 meters wide. Diagonal cables carry the road’s weight on the 90 meter
high, splayed, steel pylons. The cables belong to the
units of the superstructure shoved in frontally from
the abutments. Scaffolding was limited to the red cen18

tering pylons at mid-span.
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Composite Construction
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The seven pylons each have a cross-section of 200

Both sides of the plateau were transformed by platforms

square meters at their bases, ending at their tops with

into giant construction sites. Fresh supplies of steel

30 square meters. For this, an unimaginable 250,000

construction parts came from the nearby Eiffage works

tons of concrete was poured. As opposed to the road

in Fos sur Mer. The seven sections were put together

itself, the load-bearing system is one lane. This ske-

at the bridge head, then pushed into place and welded.

wed relationship results in torque in the cantilevered

Aerial assembly was limited to a modest 4% of work

road. This is created by the irregular trafﬁc load and

hours. Equipped with concession rights for 75 years,

wind pressure can make it worse. The steel frame of

bridge tolls will cover the building cost of 310 million

the road carrier (p. 20) weighs 36,000 tons, ﬁve times

Euros. The toll barriers aid security in that they close

the weight of the Eiffel Tower.

in case of emergency. In case of danger or an accident,

The last defense players against wind pressure are
both road plates’ abutments. Aside from their stability,
there is also play for expansion due to warming. While
crossing the viaduct, vehicles are always protected
from wind. This important feature frames the lanes.
A piece of it can be inspected close up at the visitors’
parking lot.

trafﬁc can be rerouted over route nationale 9.
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The Modern Age
Millau represents the current wordwide authoritative
high culture of the modern age. This event will now
be elucidated with a nearby and famous predecessor
also belonging to our times.
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Garabit

Gustave Eiffel, 1884
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Passing Clermont-Ferrand, the Garabit Bridge is offered as a prelude.
We are near St. Flour, 120 kilometers north of Millau and 120 years
earlier in time. The famous arch over the Truyère was created ﬁve
years before the tower on the Champs de Mars in Paris.
The Garabit Bridge is one of Eiffel’s late works. The career of the
railway bridge builder, born in 1832, unfolded in the second half
of the 19th century.
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The viaduct is 564 meters long and its one-lane railway is located 112 meters
above the river. Millau is, in comparison, twice as high and four times the length
and width of Garabit!

The parabolic arch was created as a daring cantilevered construction.
The arch’s apex was closed on 20 April 1884.
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On the bluff before Etang de Berre, a highway connects the harbor of Marseille
with petroleum cargo distribution in Fos sur Mer. Martigues, like Millau,
is circumvented by an elevated bridge. The bridge was built 40 years ago,
in prestressed concrete, then state-of-the-art technology. Eugène Freyssinet’s
contributions to its development are well known.

With the Pont du Gard, the arched, 2000-year-old, Roman aqueduct system,
our historical bridge journey to the Mediterranean comes to an end.

Two major historical Backgrounds to the Modern Age
The visit to Millau leads to further “reﬂections on world history”
(Jacob Burckhardt): the present global age has two different backgrounds in the Mediterranean and the Far East.
2) Two House Types: the Courtyard House and the Bungalow
1) East – West
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There are two large cultural arenas whose pasts are still making
waves in the present. Everyone who comes to the Far East from
Europe, to the Buddhist-inﬂuenced culture of China, Korea, and
Japan, has to switch gears. Here another point of view is necessary,
one adjusted to the different rules of the game current there. Both
of the famous emperors’ villas in Kyoto are quite different from the
Villa Rotonda or Caprarola. No equivalent to Notre-Dame’s westwork will be found there, no Palazzo Farnese look-alike either. The
familiar aids with its proximity in bringing out the differentness
of the far and foreign.
A memorable emphasis on inner space is notable in both the Roman
Pantheon and the Hagia Soﬁa. There is no equivalent in the Far
East to this kind of spatial bubble. There, the middle is occupied by
an object; the temple canopies a monumental image of the divine.
In the art of building, after east and west, there is the other priority
of roof and wall, the horizontal and vertical spatial borders.

These are useful in hot-dry and hot-damp climates. In the Bengali
house (bungalow), constant unimpeded ventilation has priority. The
roof, together with the verandah (a Hindi word) creates a cocooned
zone, is both an umbrella and a parasol. The inhabitable ﬂoor below is secondary and the walls are disposable lightweights. This is
at variance with the Mediterranean courtyard house with its wall
strength. Its counterbalancing storage mass equally tempers a
warm day or a cool night.
The prioritized main issues do not change the fact that the world
continues to be colorful. Paying attention to large forests does not
nullify the diversity of species living within them.
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Karnak

Column Strength and Beam Weakness
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Attention concentrates on the Upper Egyptian temple after it freed
itself from the pyramid and became an entity in itself. Path and
wall, column and beam developed here around 1500 B.C. into a
repertoire with resounding repercussions. The row of columns was
Egyptian before it became Greek 1000 years later. The allée, too,
was Egyptian long before it became something French 3000 years
later. In the Temple of Karnak’s famous hall in Luxor stand 134
columns, each 23 meters high in the middle. In this space, unsurpassed columnar strength works together with equally remarkable
beam weakness. Luxor is, of course, quite far away from Millau but
we have already visited the nearby cathedral in Albi.
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The Great Hypostyle Hall is incomparable. The strength of its walls and columns
can as easily be perceived as the weakness of its beams that led to this density.

The Hypostyle Hall was built 3300 years ago. This was after the founding of
the New Kingdom during the transition from the 18th to the 19th dynasty.

Horyuji

Roof-heavy
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The early Japanese temple complex near Nara reveals the roof to
be the main element of Far Eastern architecture. The rigid wooden
beam is the prerequisite for this. The sheltering roof replaces the
wall in determining the building’s face. The pagoda arises from a
pile of roofs.
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The care taken in structuring the roof culminates in a view of its sofﬁt.
If there is an equivalent to the European main facade or the cathedral’s
westwork, it is this: the underside is the face.
Images of the Horyuji Temple have something in common with a tour of a
new Japanese residential area: the roofs are decoration; they maintain their
precedence over the verandah: all their tiles shine.

City Gates

In Conclusion
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The end of this worldwide reﬂection begins with the Atlantic and
the Paciﬁc navigational gateways to the New World. The Statue of
Liberty and the Golden Gate Bridge have both become icons for a
superb and thus unforgettable gesture of welcome. Thus, in the World
Wonder class, they merit consideration as worthy contestants.
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Both gates in Nara and Marrakech conﬁrm the described opposition between
eastern beam strength and western wall strength, the different effects of
carpenter and stone mason on architecture.
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The Ministry of Finance and Economy by the architect Paul Chemetov in Paris-

This is Zurich’s gateway to the world. With Nicholas Grimshaw’s new

Bercy is simultaneously a metropolitan gateway. Accompanying the right bank

middle building, a worthy entryway has been created, one appropriate to the

of the Seine, the eastern freeway meets the city center here. The Bercy Bridge,
with the elevated Métro, reveals relative proportions in that it functions like a
dwarf-like scale ﬁgure.

background of snapshots taken of greetings and farewells. His roof solution
contrasts with the colossal order of the frontal wall in Paris.
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